Mach2 Solutions At A Glance
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We Speak Machine. You Can Too.
About Thai Summit
Stamping – Thai Summit America has both tandem and transfer presses that are fully automated
and equipped with double sliding bolsters for quick die change. The lines are automated from feed
to finished part minimizing handling while increasing output. They stamp parts from steel
(galvanized, cold rolled, high strength, stainless), aluminum and tailor welded materials.
Assembly – Thai Summit provides modular assembly with just-in-time delivery. Their capabilities
feature virtually all of the operations their customers may require under a single roof at world-class
quality levels and often at significant cost savings. They furnish highly-labor intensive subassemblies
and sophisticated automated assemblies in a variety of materials.
Tooling – Thai Summit can assist customers with all their tooling needs from design to production.
Their services can cost-effectively deliver on-time, tooling and panel quality for enhanced product
realization and value. Thai Summit America has launched over 100 new products enabling them to
develop timely solutions to their customer’s metal stamping and fabrication needs.

Mach2 is currently integrated in Thai Summit’s Howell, Michigan and Bardstown, Kentucky
facilities. The over 50 integrated workcenters consist of presses and automation cells. Each of
the workstations has one monitor for the Plex control panel, with an additional monitor for
viewing the Mach2 dashboards.

Thai Summit began the Mach2 Integration in March 2017. The initial understanding of Mach2
was tied to machine downtime and reporting. Unfortunately, the ownership of Mach2 was
solely in the hands of the maintenance department. Additionally, the company was only
utilizing Plex at an average of 35% with key functionality missing. Lastly, departments were
not communicating, causing the Mach2 program to linger the first 2 years.

Key Takeaways:




Get the right people involved with the proper skillsets
Ensure that functional departments are communicating
Utilize Plex

Process of Implementing Mach2









Configure PLC
Log Information in Tracking Sheet
Integrate PLC to OPC Client
Setup in Mach2 Niagara Client
Log status in Tracking Sheet
Setup Monitor
Link Monitor to PC
Start Displaying Mach2 at workcenter
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Mach2 Benefits
















PLC Status Monitoring
Inline Label Serialization
SQL Database Integration
Automatic Container Labeling
Custom Color Scheming
Custom Displays
Live Scrap Monitoring
Machine Leaderboards
Multi-out functionality
Data Calculated by Hour, Shift,
Day, and Job Setup
Built in Workcenter Event log
Tooling Part Present Screen
Monitoring
Mobile Device Friendly
Automatic Idle to Downtime Status
Changes
Alarm Monitoring Capabilities

Customized Screens
After successfully deploying the standard Mach2 functionality the Thai Summit team applied their
Mach2 training and started creating custom screens that display other process parameters and related
workcenter statuses.
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Next Steps
Thai Summit is using Mach2 to improve:










OEE Ratings
Overall Shop Floor Visibility
Downtime Tracking
Employee Performance
Standard Rates in Plex
Machine Maintenance Visibility
Integrating Checking Fixtures and warning
messages
Fully Automated Cavity Labeling
Improving Material Handling Timing

Empowered by the Thai Summit Management Team and the
Mach2 toolset, we’ve been able to aggressively roll out Mach2 to
over 50 workcenters at two plants very quickly. After only a few
months here at Thai Summit I am proud of the progress we have
made and most importantly the difference it has made to the
business. I’m excited for what the future holds!
Brendan Dutzy
Thai Summit
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